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Foreword

This paper was prepared for presentati.on lit the Defense Atomic Sup-

port Agency (DASA) Strategic Structures Vulnerability/Hardening Long Range

Planning Meeting held at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Sta-

4 tion (WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi, 14-16 January 1969.

The laboratory tests and the analysis procedures described herein

were developed in conjunction with research on propagation of ground shock

through earth media being conducted by personnel of the Soils Di-Lsion,

WES, for DASA.

This report was prepared and presented by Mr. J. G. Jackson, Jr.,

Chief, Impulse Loads Section, Soil Dynamics Branch, Soils Division, WES.

Mr. R. W. Cunny was Chief of the Soil Dynamics Branch and Mr. A. A. Maxwell

was Acting Chief of the Soils Division during the preparation and publica-

tion of this report. Director of the WES was COL Levi A. Brown, CE;

- Technical Directors were Messrs. J. B. Tiffany and P. R. Brown.
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Conversion Factors, British to Metric Units of Measurement

British units of mcasurement used in this report can be converted to metric

units as followrs:

Mltiply By To Obtain

feet 0.3048 meters

pounds per square inch 0.070307 kilograms per squaxe centimeter

pounds per cubic foot 1 .0185 kilograms per cubic meter
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Sunary

Computer codes used in the solution of free-field ground shock prob-
lems are based on mathematically defined constitutive models. Quantitativ
input for these constitutive models is primarily based on laboratory test
data, but extensive aialysis and numerous assumptions are required to con-
vert these data to a f',rm suitable for actual code input.

This report presents a detailed illustration of the analyses involved
in deriving the soil constitutive properties required for a specific code

formulation using laboratory test data from just one stratum of a single
site. Data are available from static and dynamic uniaxial strain and tri-
axial shear tests; code property requirements are for mathematical. expres-
sions relating mean pressure to volumetric strain, Poisson's ratio to mean
pressure, and a plastic yield criterion to mean pressure.

The illustration indicates that progress is being made in developing
mathematical constitutive models that are realistic in terms of actual
physical behavior, but that if many of the assumptions presently being
made in soil property analyses are to be eliminated, additional soil tests
and measurements must be developed. The il2 -stration also raises questions
as to the validity of models based on a constant Poisson's ratio or a con-

*1 stant shear modulus and suggests that the behavior of the various models be
carefulli examined under different states and paths of stress.

i
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ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY TEST DATA TO DERIVE

SOIL CONSTITUTIVE PROPERTIES

Introduction

1. The primary work of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station (WES) Soil Dynamics Branch for the Defense Atomic Support Agency

(DASA) has been in developing soil testing facilities and in conducting

experimental and analytical investigations aimed at improving both the

input and the mathematical formulation of constitutive relations used in

free-field ground shock calculations. This is an area of considerable cur-

rent interest to many, as numerous site investigations that require the

most up-to-date constitutive property definitions and computational tech-

:1 niques are now in progress.
2. Last year (1968) laboratory test data from several sites were

presented to qualitatively illustrate the effects of factors such as load-

ing rate, stress history, degree of saturation, weathering, and state-of-

stress on the stress-strain and strength properties generally used in vari-
1,2ous constitutive property formulations. The analyses involved in de-

riving the soil constitutive properties required for a specific code formu-

* lation will be quantitatively illustrated herein with laboratory test data

taken from just one stratum of a single site. It is hoped that this will

permit a better appreciation of the uncertainties and assumptions involved

in such analyses and some insight into the research work that remains to be

done.

3. Before getting into details, it should be pointed out that the

particular laboratory tests and constitutive model that will be used in

I the illustration are not necessarily the most recent innovations. There

are, as would be expected in an active research program, other tests and

other constitutive models in various stages of development and evaluation.

But the tests and model that will be used in the illustration presented

herein do represent the current state-of-the-art, or what is now available

for immediate application.
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Basic Constitutive Relation and Typical Property Requirements

4. Thie basic constitutive relation used to define stress-strain be-

havior utilizes the classical linear elastic relation between the stress

tensor and the strain tensor and a yield criterion

a.. iKe6.. + 2 C e6 and Jma= f(p)ij 1Kij \1 3 2

where

a = total stress tensor = p6.. + a!.ij ij iS
1

= total strain tensor = I eSj + C.
i3 3 j i

6.. = Kronecker delta function
ij

aF. = deviator stress tensor
i3

e'. = deviator strain tensor
ij

1
p = mean normal stress =

e = volumetric strain =

K = bulk modulus =
de aa ..

G shear modulus= 1
2 e.

J second invariant of stress deviation =-a. a.,.

The constitutive model can be nonlinearized by using incremental stress-

strain relations and defining one or both of the soil property coefficients

K and G as functions of one of the stress or strain invariants such as

p or e . Inelasticity can be incorporated by programming two sets of

property coefficient functions, one for use during virgin loading and one

for use during unloading or reloading.

5. Soil property input to a computer code employing this basic con-

stitutive model can be specified in a variety of forms. One typical set of

constitutive property requirements consists of (a) hydrostat expressions

relating mean pressure and volumetric strain for both loading and unloading-

reloading, (b) a companion set of expressions for Poisson's ratio v as
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a function of pressure, and (c) a yield criterion also as a function of

pressure, or

pL = fl(e) and PU -f 2 (eema)

VL = f (p) and vU = f(ppa where v

ma f5 (p )  
*

K 2: 5

6. The unloading-reloading expressions must actually define faxilies

of equations that are dependent on previous stress or strain history. To

generate these families, the current codes accept as input an expression

for a single unloading-reloading curve and then apply a single-axis trns-

lation to the various points of unloading, specified as either em81% or

pmax . To prevent the model from developing energy-generating hysteresis

loops due to this type translation, it must be required that, at any given

pressure, the unloading bulk modulus be equal to or greater txian the virgin

loading modulus, or

A dpU dpL
de- de

Equations and Assumptions Used for Analyses of Laboratory Tests

7. In order that meaningful soil property definitions of the type

just described can be obtained from the results of laboratory tests, te

* tests must be conducted under rigidly controlled states of stress for which

all components of the stress and strain tensors can be defined, by measure-

ment, by imposed boundary conditions, or by assumption. Before the various

applied loadings, boundary conditions, and measurements applicable to the

specific tests conducted in the WES laboratory are outlined, the general

equations and assumptions used in the analyses of the data from all of the

laboratory tests should be examined.
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Stress and strain components

8. Total stresses within the soil mass beneath the site being in-

vestigated are composed of initial geostatic or overburden stresses and

live stresses induced by the blast loading, or

aTTA~ a + a where a >
TOTAL OVERBURDEN LIVE TOTAL - O

It is generally assumed that the soil mass cannot support tension stresses,

as indicated by the condition that the total stresses must always be eqa.l

to or greater than zero. Note that this does not mean that live tension

stresses cannot be supported; they can be suppcrted up to the ragnitodes

of the overburden stresses, which increase continuously with depth. Rea-

sonable estimates can be made for the magnitudes of these overburden

stresses, which permits the setting of tension limits for the live stress

components. Since the overburden stresses are relieved when the soil sam-

ple is removed from the ground, the test specimens must be statically

recompressed under the estimated overburden pressure prior to application

of the simulated live loading.

9. Total strains also consist of overburden and live components.

Bat, unlike the case with stresses, overburden strains e cannot be
readily estimated and, for all practical purposes, are indeterminate, or

£TOTAL = 6 OVEBBURDEN+ CLIVE where e0 is indeterminate

Therefore, all WES laboratory stress-strain and strength results and the

constitutive relations derived from them are given in terms of live stress

and live strain. This means that the zero position on the axes of the var-

ious plots is assumed to represent the position of the specimen in situ,

and the plots themselves depict response of the specimen to applied live

loadings or departures from the original in situ stress condition.

General equations for axial symetry

10. The laboratory tests currently used for WES soil property in-

vestigations are all axially symmetric so the specimens can be analyzed in
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terms of cylindrical coordinates using the two general equations of

equ-i.librium

r+rZar 6z r at2

?rz + z rz

r z rt 2

and the four strain-displacement relations

6u e w 1 ( + +w
r rrrz 2 \ z= r

provided that a few assumptions are made.

Assumptions

11. First, it is assumed that the inertia stresses of the specimen

are negligible, which allows the acceleration terms p 2  and p 2  toat a t2

be dropped. Insofar as possible, this condition is ensured by controlling

the loading rise times in the experiments. Next, the gravity stresses due

to the weight of the relatively small test specimens are considered negli-

gible, which allows the y term to be dropped; but, as was pointed out

earlier, the total gravity or overburden stresses acting on the specimen

are not negligible and must be applied as part of the boundary loading.

12. it is also assumed that all shear stresses and all shear strains

are negligible, which permits all a and e terms to be dropped.I' "rz rz

Ensuring this con.dition is attempted by sealing the specimens and applying

the boundary loading through fluids wherever possible. Having thus elimi-

nated all but the - term in the second equilibrium equation, it must

be zero, which implies that a uniform state of vertical stress exists

within the specimen.

13. Having established one condition of uniform stress, it is simply

assumed that all other states of stress and all states of strain are

5 5
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uniform within the specimen. This leads to the conclusion that 0

and hence, from the first equilibrium equation, that r 0 or thatr
5u u

a = a The assumption of a uniform state of strain means that L
r 6r r

or that e = C83 Mean pressure and volumetric strain for the tests are
r

therefore defined as

1)p = (az + 2a
= z  2 )

r

Laboratory Test Data Available

14. The laboratory data for constitutive property analyses are

obtained from two basic tests, i.e., the uniayial strain and the triaxial

shear tests. A brief outline of the boundary and loading conditions,

measured responses, and the types of data plots generally obtained from

these tests follows. Details regarding equipment and test techniques are

given in references 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Uniaxial strain test

15. In the uniaxial strain test (see fig. 1) a condition of zero

radial strain is imposed as a boundary restraint on the specimen while a

controlled vertical stress is applied to it. The response of the specimen

is measured in terms of a vertical surface displacement 6L , which is con-

verted to Lagrangian vertical strain e by dividing the displacementz

time history by the original height of the specimen. Since the radial

strain is zero, the vertical strain determined from the uniaxial strain

test also defines volumetric strain e . Instantaneous or Eulerian volu-

metric strain can be obtained from

LV _z

V i-1
z

Plots of 0 as a function of c are the primary end product; the slopesz z
of these curves define the constrained modulus M . The constrained



BOUNDARY AND __z MEASURED RESPONSE
LOADING CONDITIONS M R4- 111 1 tL ( DYNAMIC
Er= =0 I.POSED F Z t AND STATIC

APPLIED AND L r STATIC ONLY
crZ MEASURED

0 (Z 0,.

M _,= - , "1 z =
-AEz 9 LiiS=Ac"z+A0"r . P= 3  1  2 -V

Fig. 1. Data available from uniaxial strain test

modulus is related to the bulk modulus K and Poisson's ratio v needed

for the constitutive model, but does not define either explicitly.

16. When the specimen is unloaded, all stress (includin~g both the

live stress and the overburden prestress) is removed dynamically. This

permits measurement of the response of the specimen to live tension

stresses up to the limit set by the overburden as shown in fig. 1. By in-

cluding this negative portion of the unloading curve in the constitutive

property formulation, the necessity for including a gravity term in the

equations of motion for the code is considered to have been eliminated,

which, if correct, should simplify the computational scheme.

17. Although its measurement is difficult, the radial stress re-

quired to maintain a condition of zero radial strain can often be measured

during static uniaxial strain tests. Such a measurement then permits plot-

ting a as a function of a These plots are most useful in that fromZ r .

them, Poisson's ratio, mean pressure, and the square root of the second in-

variant of stress deviation can be calculated directly, since for the

condition of uniaxial strain

7
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ac c + 2a G -a
r z r z r

Triaialshear tests

18. In the triaxzial shear test (see fig. 2), a constant all-around

stress a is first imnos"I on the s-occiinen. Then while this stress is

maintained as a boundary condition in the radial dir-2ction (i e.*, or
cc0 constant), either ct ntrolled axial deformation rates L or con

Aot
trolled axial stresses a aare applied until the specimen fails in shear.
The response of the spe. imen is measured, either as a vertical strain for

the controlled stress t.!.ts or as an axial deviator stress (or principal

stress differcn,-e) f. i' thp e.,ntrolled deformation ttests. Tests can be

conducted both dynamicai.2y and statically; the maximtum radial stress cur-

rently used with dynamic tesic is -QO psi,"- hut static tests can be con-

ducted with radial stresses up to 10,000 psi.

I MEASURED
BOUNDARY AND LOADING CONDITIONS j RESPONSES

arQCCONSTANT IMPOSED 0CZ E L
A.CONSTANT DEFORMATION cz()

AtCONTROLLED TESTS fr OW9

U0a(17Z 10) STRESS CON--

TROLLED TESTS 'Gr

0

17r (or-9 -AX
MAXX..(

iG. . ataviaefrmtiiashrtss

* A table of actr o cvriTBiihuiso esrmn omti

unt is prsete on pa0 vii

(g-Gr)AN (z 2arAT'FILRE YEL FNCIO 42TMA
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1.9. In either case, the primary product is a plot of principal

stress difference versus vertical strain as shown in fig. 2. Only the

stress information at "failure" or (a - rTa as a function of a is
r max r

currertly used; these data are used to plot an envelope of maximum prin-

cipal stress difference versus pressure. Such an envelope is directly

proportional to the yield function J

Derivation of Constitutive Properties .

20. It is significant to note that although the uniaxial strain and

triaxial shear tests yield some obviously useful stress-strain and strength

property information, neither of them directly yields the specific proper-

ties outlined in paragraph 5 as required input for the constitutive model.

It is, therefore, appropriate now to go through the steps involved in de-

riving, from laboratory test dat, of the type just described, a complete

set of constitutive properties in a form suitable for code input.

Selection of site profile

21. One of the first steps is the selection of a typical site pro-

file. No two boring logs are ever exactly alike; but since the ground

shock codes are presently only .'--dimensional, a single boring profile

has to be constructed that is assumed to be most representative of the area

to be included in the calculation. Of course, the more borings available

for such an analysis, the better.

22. The soil profile shown in fig. 3 came from a site near Valley

City, North Dakota. As can be seen in fig. 3, the profile is made up of

graphic symbols and word descriptions that are used as guides to divide

the site into layers or zones; a set of meaningful constitutive properties

must then be defined for each zone selected. Selection of the layers obvi-

ously has to be coordinated with the ground shock calculator, since the

number of layers and the minimum layer thickness are functions of the code,

the computer available, and the time step to be used.

23. For example purposes, a 10-ft-thick zone from a depth of 45 to

55 ft below the ground surface was selected. The blowup of this zone in

fig. 3 shows the location of various laboratory test specimens within the

9 '



zone. For the example
SOIL PROFILE EL. FT analysis, there are re-

BORING U2 952

L,Fr suits from three dynamic

MO ILTCLAY (L STATIC UJXu( uniaxial strain tests,

W/RAVEL - OXIDIZED hr static uniaxial
_ ....STATIC TX (I)

"o - DYNAMIC TX (4) strain tests with radial
F04E SHRINKAGE CRACKS STATIC TX (4)

970 W/IRON OXIDE STAINS STATIC TX (4) stress measurements, six
DYNAMI TN L(FT dynamic triaxial shear

tests, and nine static

t..iaxial shear tests.
1 94€ IAEL LENS /'

, 3NS Selection of

BOUADER representative data;, :==':'DYNAMIC UX () for each type test
920 GRAY SILTY CLAY (CL) DYNAMIC UX (f)

W/GRAVEL - UNOXIDIZED DYNAMIC UX (1) 24. The next step
910- 942C (I

AVE " [LENS is to selec.t representa-
Ao0 ES LOCATION & NUMBER OF

GRAY SAND (SM) UNIAXIAL STRAIN (UA) & tive data from this
8e0 oGRAVEL TRIAXIAL SHEAR (TX) layer for each type test.OAY LAEY,%ND(RC TEST SPECIMENS

W/T &GRASAND L"GRAVEL This is by far the most

SAND &T .GAVEk_ important step and

should be much more than
SFig. 3. Soil profile and test

specimens used in analyses a simple quantitative

averaging of the test

results. Every possible check should be made to ensure that the selections

represent logical conclusions that are consistent with other available data

and at least with the more basic principles of soil mechanics.

J 25. Results of the three dynamic uniaxial strain tests are shown in

fig. : the curve shown by the dashed line is considered to be the most

representative dynamic uniaxial strain response for the entire 10-ft-thick

layer. Also shown are the average composition properties of water content

w , dry unit weight yd ' specific gravity of soil solids G , void ratio

e ,percent saturation S ,and the percentages by volume of air Va
water V , and solids V

w s

26. The individual test specimens were, on the average, 99.3 percent

L. saturated and contained 0.3 percent air by vo.ume. These properties refer

10
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to the composition of 2000

the specimens after the PROPERSTIES
W =23.1%

static overburden stress 1800 Y=10.4 -

has been reapplied; Gs=2.61e /= o.01.6C

orior to this loading 1800 S 0.306S = 99.3%/

the specimens in the V2=0.3%
VW37.5%

laboratory were, on the 1400 Vs=62.2%

average, only 97.3 per- 1200-

cent saturated. This2-/

2.0 percent increase in
1000.

saturation can be ac-

counted for by compres- 800

sion and solution of

free air caused by 00 - -

larger pore water

stresses in the in situ 400
- INDIVIDUAL TESTcondition than those ex- S=IOot RESULTS

isting in the specimen 200 -- MOST REPRE-~SENTATIVE RE-
upon its removal from the SULTS FOR

~LAYER
ground. The relation be- 0 - -

tween in situ degree of -20

saturation and its value 2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

at the surface is given Cz, %

by the following Fig. I. Dynamic uniaxial strain test results

equation:8

U a 0

1 + -- (1 - h)S
U 0

where

S = in situ degree of saturation (or saturation as determined from
laboratory testo after application of overburden simulating
preload = 0.993)

0 0 degree of saturation at ground surface (or saturation as deter-mined from laboratory tests prior to application of overburden
simulating preload = 0.973)

u = in situ pore water pressure (gage pressure)

ll '



u = atmospheric pressure = 14.7 psia

h = gas solubility constant (0.02 for air)

Substitution in the above equation shows that the increased saturation is

associated with a pore water pressure u increase of approximately 13 psi;

a pore pressure increase of this magnitude would require that the specimens

be located at least 30 ft below the free water table. This is in good

agreement with the field data and suggests that the specimen compositions

in the laboratory prior to live load application are reasonably represent-

ative of those of the in situ specimens.

27. Assuming that the initial live strain also represents air being

forced into solution, 100 percent saturation would occur at a live vertical

strain of 0.3 percent or at a live vertical stress of 200 psi, as shown in

fig. 4. This result is also quite reasonable since the curves show a

definite stiffening effect at that point, which is characteristic of

saturation.2'9

28. For this example, the representative dynamic uniaxial strain

relation has been defined to a maximum vertical stress of 2000 psi. This

cannot be a purely arbitrary decision on the part of the soils engineer,

but must be worked out in advance with the calculator based on the maximum

pressure to be input at the starting ground range and preliminary estimates

of stress attenuation with depth.

29. Results of the three static uniaxial strain tests, with radial

stress as well as vertical strain measurements, are given in fig. 5. Data

for these tests were available up to a vertical stress of only about
350 psi. The most representative relations between a and e and be-

z z
tween a and a are defined by the dashed lines. According to thez r
specimen composition data shown in fig. 4, 100 percent saturation should

occur at a strain of 0.3 percent or at a vertical stress of about 35 psi

and a radial stress of about 20 psi; this is equivalent to a mean pressure

of only 25 psi. For the dynamic tests, the vertical stress required for

full saturation was 200 psi or an estimated mean pressure of about 150 psi.

30. "Fig. 6 shows static triaxial shear test results for four

controlled rate of deformation tests with a values up to 70 psi and five
r

controlled stress tests th ar values up to 11470 psi. The mximum

12
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400

350 - - - INDIVIDUAL TEST
/ RESULTS

-- MOST REPRESENTATIVE 2300 -RESULTS FOR LAYER --

250 -- -- 
-

0

100 --

50 - -- 
- - - -

-50 ---- I00.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
E~, /. O, PSI

Fig. 5. Static uniaxial strain test results

CONTR LLED RATECONTROLLED STRESSOF DEFORMATION_

NI rt.~ST NO. (PSI)5 10~20 1 -20 20 6 370
2 0 7 4753 35 8 7700- 4 70 or9 14700 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

60

CLMOST RREN7TV NVLP FOR LAYER0
3,C40 0

'I N 20 INDIVIDUAL TEST'
RESULTS

-50 0 50100 200 300 400 500 7008014050
P, PSI80 140 50

Fi.6. Static triaxia. shear test results
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CNRL A Oprincipal stress differ-' CONTROLLb: RAT:E OF

___-DEFORMATION ences from these tests have
80 

been plotted as a function

of mean pressure, and the

-34 most representative static

4E I failure envelope was drawn
b T NO. for the layer. Note that

2 30 the envelope is flat, or of

V 4 I 70 the von Mis.s type, throughF 5 I 70
8 K 7 170 its entire pressure range.

C10 1 0This indicates that satura-

tion occurred at a very low
I ' pressure, which is in agree-80 IiI I

MOST REPRESENTATIVE fNELOPE . ment with the static uni-

.G.--- - . axial strain test data

C shown in fig. 5.
x INDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS< i31. Fig. 7 shows the
.240

results from six dynamfic

___ _ _20_ triaxial shear tests con-

ducted with radial stresses

O- _ up to only 170 psi. TheS-50' 0 5'0 100 150 200 250.-5 I results with these rela-] ~p, PS

tively low a values in-
r

Fig. 7. Dynamic triaxial shear test results dicate a gradual increase

in maximum principal stress

difference with mean pressur,, but the most representative envelope has

been flattened at a pressure of about 150 psi since the dynamic uniaxial

strain test results indicated 100 percent specimen saturation at that pres-Isure. The maximum dynnuuic strength is 62 psi, which is 1.55 times the

maximum static value of h0 psi shown in fig. 6.

Construction of property relations

32. After the representative test data have been selected, the

final step is construction of the thrce constitutive property relations as

outlined for computer 1riput: pressure versus volumetric strain functions,
t1
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Poisson's ratio versus pressure functions, and a yield function.

33. The first to be determined is the yield function. A limiting

principal stress difference versus pressure envelope from the static tri-

axial test results was defined (see fig. 6), but as noted in paragraph 17,

principal stress difference versus pressure for a complete load-unload

cycle can be calculated directly from the results of static uniaxial strain

tests with radial stress measurements. The a versus a values from
z r

the plot given in fig. 5 as the most representative static uniaxia. strain

response for the layer have been converted to values of (C - a) versus

p in table 1 so that a comparison can be made with the static triaxial

test results.

34. The comparison between the static uniaxial strain test relation

for (a - ar) versus p and the static triaxial shear test results is

shown in fig. 8. The heavy solid line at a principal stress difference

of 40 psi is the representative triaxial shear envelope determined from the

static test data; its mirror image is plotted at -40 psi as a limit for

unloading. The other solid line is the path of principal stress difference

REPRESENTATIVE TRIAXIAL SHEAR ENVELOPE,,

20
' REPRESENTATIVE UNIAXIAL

STRAIN RESULTS

& 40 - -

A ADJUS rED TX

-20

-40

-o 0 50 100 IO 200 250 300 350 400
' : p, PSI

" Fig. 8. Static uniaxial strain and triaxial shear
results adjusted for compatibility

15
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versus pressure plotted .'roia the static uniaxial strain results given in

table 1. Note that a constant principal stress difference of 25 psi, or

yield, is reached at a pressure of about 100 psi. Yielding continues until

the raxinmum test pressure is reached; then the path abruptly leaves the

upper yield surface on unloadinf-, but appears to yield again along a lowe-

yield surface after the 7,ressurc decreases to about 200 psi.

35. Since the triayial test data indicated a yield envelope with a

maximum principal stress kiiffrence of f_40 psi and the uniaxial strain data

gave +25 psi, some adjustmlent had t,- be made to make them compatible. More

weight was given to the triaxial test data in this case, and a maximum

yield value of 35 psi w:vi selected. .he heavy dashed line in fig. 8 repre-

sents the dowmward adjuzt ., triaxial. shear envelope and the lighter dashed

line, the upward adjustet patil of uniaxial strain. Both the loading yield

pressure value of 100 psi, at point 1, and the unloading value of 200 psi,

at point 3, were retained. The pressure at point 2 is determined by the

maximum vertical stress of 350 psi, and that at point 4 represents the

limit for unloading set by the weight of the overburden as a vertical

stress of -50 psi.

36. The static uniayial strain and triaxial shear results have now

been adjusted to be compa ible ,ith each other. The next step is to adjust

the dynamic shear envelope to be compatible with the adjusted static shear

envelope. 'he dashed ]lie Li fig. 9 is the static shear envelope that was

adjusted downward from a nnx'mtun prit cipal stress difference of 40 psi to

35 psi. 1he dynamic envelope, shown by the solid line, has also been

adjusted downward from oi tes',-deternined maximiz, principal stress differ-

ence vaJue of 62 nsi t', t i; value of 55 psi in order to preserve the

1.55 ratio between dynaiuic yield strength and static yield strength indi-

cated by the laboratory tests.

37. rhe dynamic .,hear envelon, for (oz - C ) as a function of
max

p has now Deen establizh, ,d foi the constitutive model and can be readily

fit Aith a polynomial to give a computer-anceptable equation for the

dynamic yie](d relation a:. nhoi.m in fPig. 9.

38. Next, a Poiszun's ratio versus pressure relation is required.

16
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a<. -ADJUSTED DYNAMIC SHEAR ENVELOPE

20 -

2z

xU.
<.

0
-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

MEAN NORMAL PRESSURE p, PSI

EQUATION FOR DYNAMIC YIELD RELATION

-j (Oz-) =2 5.8 +0.095 3 p -0.000370p 2 FOR pCI50 PSI
MAX -5"- =31.8 FOR p-l5O PSI

Fig. 9. Adjusteu dynamic shear envelope and yiceld equation

In order to get that, a path of principal stress difference versus pres-

sure for dynamic uniaxial strain must be established to go with the ad-

justed dynamic shear or yield envelope. Since the necessary dynamic data

for this stress path are not available, one has to be constri cted based on

static information. The heavy solid lines in fig. 10 represent the

60

YNZAAIcSHEA6r2 ~I ENVELOPE I

I -40 .

-STAIC SHEART
TRIAL DYAI U'' ' ENE

-20 -SRESS PATHS !'"OPE

0

TATIC UX STRESS P-IH

p) PSI

Fig. 10. Trial stress paths for dynamic uniaxial strain
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dynamic shear envelope and the lighter solid lines, the static shear en-
velope. The light dashed line shows the (a z - a r) versus p path for
static uniaxial strain during loading to yield and unloading between yield

surfaces. The slopes along this path are related to Poisson's ratio by

the expression

d(a - a)
z r 3(l - 2v)
dp l+v

A slope of 3 represents a Poisson's ratio of zero, and a zero or horizontal

slope represents a Poisson's ratio of 0.5.

39. Experience has been that, although the static and dynamic soil

test responses may be quantitatively different, they are quite similar in

form as indicated by the results given in figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. Thus, the

first trial dynamic stress path of (a - or ) versus p (shown by the heavy

dashed line in fig. 10 between the origin and point 1 and between points

2 and 3) was given a shape similar to the static path. With this path,

Poisson's ratio continuously increases over a pressure range of 150 psi
(based on the estimated dynamic uniaxial strain saturation pressure) during

both loading and unloading. A much more simplified assumption is to let

Poisson's ratio be constant. A second trial path was constructed for a

constant Poisson's ratio of 0.25 as shown by the dotted lines in fig. 10.

40. Now, some assumption must be made about unloading from maximum

pressures other than that associated -with a vertical stress of 350 psi.

The most logical guess would be a simple p-axis translation as indicated by

the heavy dashed lines in fig. 10 constructed parallel to the one between

points 2 and 3; such a translation is consistent with a constant Poisson's

ratio or single-slope assumption.

41. Once two trial dynamic stress paths of principal stress differ-

ence versus pressure for a state of uniaxial strain have been established,

they can readily be converted to more useful plots of az versus ar

The long-dashed line in fig. Ul shows the adjusted static uniaxial strain

relation between a and or . The solid line shows the first trial dy-

namic relation: point 1 indicates the point of first yield during loading;

point 2 corresponds to the maximum vertical stress of 350 psi; point 3

18



represents first yield 40
during unloading; and C ,TATIc'~DYNAMIIC UXpoint 4 the limiting ten- 30 so. CEALIZED DYNAMIC 2
sion value of a = -50 UX FOR i0=0.25

psi. The data for this 300

trial dynamic stress path

are given in table 2. 250

The short-dashed lines in _ 200

fig. 11 show the second A

trial or idealized dy- 150

namic uniaxial strain

relation corresponding /0

to a constant Poisson's 50 0ratio of 0.25. /01

42. Now that there 0 _

are dynamic uniaxial 4- oe

strain values for a -50 0 50 100 i50 200 250 300 35
versus a as well as a*, PSI

r
for a versus cz , a Fig. U. Vertical stress versus radialstress for uniaxial strain based oncurve of mean pressure trial stress paths

p versus volumetric

strain e can be plotted. But since the plot must extend to a verticalstress of 2000 psi, the a versus a relation to this maximum stress
Z rmust first be extended according to the p-axis translation assumption. The

tabulated data for this extended a versus a relation from the firstz rtrial dynamic uniaxial strain stress path and the corresponding p versus
e function are given ii table 3. The light solid line in fig. 12 shows
the a versus a relation, first unloaded from a a of 350 psi andth etne r zthen extended to a a of 2000 psi and unloaded. The corresponding p
versus e relation is shown by the heavy solid line.

43. This trial combination of az  and o produces an interesting

result in the p versus e relation at high pressure; the unloading vol-umetric strains are less than the loading strains. This portion of the
data has been plotted on an expanded scale in the upper lef't-hand

3.9
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2000 corner of fig. 12. Again, the

2o0 2e light solid line is the a
"~2C- -1 -- versus ar  relation, and the

heavy solid line is the p
1880- -- -

versus e relation shown loop-
0 p
N 1840 / -"ing backwards as it unloads.

BO, 3 y 2 The dashed lines were plotted

1?60 A 2000 - from data taken from the trial
1800 MW8 1980

Y r,PSI 1800 3 -a in which Poisson's ratio was

OW 094 098e.% 1600 equal to 0.25 and yield essen-

1 /,, tially the same p versus e

1200 - -,- - curve as the first trial data.

1000 44. Since a model that

800 / generates strain energy instead

of absorbing it was not con-
N I sidered to be a good solution,

it was decided that the exten-

20 0-0.25 sion of the aY versus a
zr

49 4;? 1 1 _ relation to higher pressures'0 400o o 1200 MW 2000
0'r, PSI might have been done a little

0 .2 e.4 0%.6 1.0 hastily. Therefore, determina-

tion of the a versus a
z rFig. 12. Extended az  versus 0r and relation that would eliminate

p versus e based on trial stress
paths for uniaxial strain this strain reversal in the

p versus e function at high

pressure b:i permitting the p versus e curve to at least initially un-

load along its original loading path was necessary. Such a relation can be

calculated from a tabulation of the a versus c values from the repre-

sentative dynamic uniaxial strain relation given in fig. 4 and the corre-

sponding p values from fig. 12 required to eliminate the reverse hyster-

esis loop in the p versus e relation. Results given in table 4 and

fig. 13 show that whern unloading takes place after an extended loading along

a yield surface, Poisson's ratio may not drop abruptly to a relatively low

value such as 0.25, but may gradually decrease starting with a much higher

20
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value such as 0.A7 or 0.48.

45. Naturally, the TATIC ES

first step was a review of am F- HA*ySIL

the pertinent literature to -

determine if some physical 400O 220 -

evidence could be found to J
support the above hypothe- 20C - -O

sis. An excellent example (0

was found in the results of O'r, PSI - "

a static uniaxial strain 1

test with radial stress /-- -

measurements conducted on

Suffield silty clay at the 0- 3  -

University of Illinois;I0  - -- - -

these test results are -- -00 -- -

plotted in the insert at - I
the upper left-hand

corner of fig. 13. The 2I

data show loading to a I
vertical stroqs of , PsI I
300 psi, followed by an 

aP
Fig. 13. Adjusted dynamic verti cal stress

unloading cycle that starts versus radial stress for uniaxial strain

with a relatively low Pois-

son's ratio as did the WES static test data and a subsequent second loading

cycle along an apparent yield surface to a much higher vertical stress,

from which it unloads with a relatively high Poisson's ratio, i.e., between
0.47 and o.48.

46. With this bit of physical evidence as backup, the adjusted
dynamic uniaxial strain relation between cz and ar given in fig. 13 was
used in the constitutive property calculations. This plot defines Poisson's

ratio only for loading from the origin and unloading from a values ofz
350 and 2000 psi; the next step is to define a general relation for

Poisson's ratio that accounts for unloading from any maximum pressure apt
to be encountered during the ground shock calculation. To assist in this

21



S._J - - - -VIRGIN LOADING

-)=0.25 FOR ALL VALUES OF p
40 -. 2-"1/ UNLOADING - RELOADING

FOR O- 1PA"xiI2 3 0 PSI

0 / 0=0.250
- FOR pMAx1 2 3 0 PSI

-40 1L f/" J/ 0=0.476 WHEN p>,1340-0.0685 P~

-40 4L WHNP 4 PUAX
I a- i .0-=0.250 WHEN pmc1440-0.08855PA

-100 0 100 200 300 400 500
p, PSI

I~

-4 , (i-2o) p:I, #O.J(O'.Oz

900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000p, PSi

Fig. 1h. Adjusted and idealized stress paths for uniaxial strain

step, the a versus a relation in fig. 13 was converted to the
Z r

(az - Or) versus p relation sho" .i in fig. lh. Th~e heavy lines in the

upper figure show the loading path from the origin and the unloading path

for a Pma value corre-:ponding to a a of 2000 psi followed by unload-
z

ing along the recently adjusted path.

h7. Definition of the actual functional form for these stress paths

between yield surfaces and their obvious transitions from one shape to

another as pressure increases is an item that requires considerably more

testing and study. For the present, Poissont s ratio has simply been de-

fined as having two values, 0.250 and 0.h76, as indicated by the dashed

lines in fig. lh. The value of 0.250 is used during any virgin loading and

when Pmax is iess than 1230 psi; for Pmax values above 1230 psi, the

Poisson's ratio value of~ 0.b76 is used initially and is changed to the

0.2" 0 value when the unloading path defined by

P =p - 56I+ 0.250(o -3r)

a zr

(a- )vesu preaio so-i n ig lt 'e eay ins22 h



intersects the boundary defin(-d by

p = 1185 + o.833(a - a)

Equations can be written now for dynamic Poisson's ratio as a function of

mean pressure, as shown in the upper right-hand corner of fig. 14.

48. Once the dynamic yield envelope and Poisson's ratio functions

have been established, they can be combined with the representative dynamic

a versus e relation to plot the final dynaic p versus e relationz z
shown by the heavy solid line in fig. 15. However, the unloading slopes

for this relation at pressures below about 100 psi are less than those

during virgin loading, which violates one of the conditions for the model

given in paragraph 6. To avoid this violation, the unloading "tail" has

been stiffened slightly as shown by the dashed line. The final step is

to fit both loading and unloading curves with polynomial equations as shown

at the top of fig. 15.

2000 -PL=.l169Xl04e-3.0821 X 10'.
+1.2467 X 10I°e3-1.1060 X IO2e 4

, +3.2134 X 'O". 7-

1600- Pu=7.0249X I04(.-0.0015)

+ 7.7503 X I06 (*-0.0015)z

+4.2521 X IO'(O-0.0015)_
-1.6526 X 101.-0.0015)4

1200 -1.8721 X101(*-0.O015) /

I-±g. 15. Adjusted dy- a. -d____

namic pressure versus
2volumetric strainI" 800U' relation

400 -

0 "

0 0002 0004 0006 0008

eOR LvV
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49. Finally, the completed constitutive model is in equation form:

for virgin loading

S4 72 103
(1) PL 6 .1169 X 1.0e - 3.0821 X 107e +1.2467 x 1010e

- 1.1060 x .1le + 3.2134 X 1013e 5

(2) VL = 0.250 for all p

(3)m = 25.8 + 95.3 x - 37.0 x 10-5p2  for p < 150 psi
(3)max

= 31.8 psi for p 150 psi

for unloading-reloading

(1) PU = 7.0249 x 104(e - 0.0015) + 7.7503 x 10 6(e - 0.0015)2

+ 4.2521 x 109 (e - 0.0015)3

11 14
- 1.6526 x 1011(e - 0.0015)

- 1.8721 X 10l 3 (e - 0.0015)5

(2) vU =0.250 for 0 < pmax < 1230

= 0.476 for p > 1230 psi and when p > 1340 - 0.0885 Pmax

= 0.250 for p > 1230 psi and when p _ 1340 - 0.0885 Pmax

(3) = -25.8 - 95.3 X 103p + 37.0 x 105p2  for p < 150 psi

= -31.8 psi for p _ 150 psi

Conclusion

50. At the beginning, it was stated that a better appreciation for

the uncertainties in a constitutive property analysis might be gained from

the study reported herein. The many assumptions and adjustments show that

the property analysis does not lead to a "closed-form solution." Btt an

attempt was made to keep things logical and orderly and within the realm of

24



physical evidence and reasoning, and that in itself is certainly a step in

the right direction. It should now be clear that there is considerably

more involved in formulating constitutive properties than just conducting

a few tests and plotting the results. It should also be obvious that there

must be a high degree of cooperation and interchange between the soils

engineers and the calculators, and that there are a number of areas of

research still open to both.

51. For instance, as far as laboratory tests are concerned more

strain data are needed. Only one strain measurement was used during the

entire example analysis: that was the vertical strain from the uniaxial

strain tests. Measuring soil strain is very tedious and difficult, but

progress is being made in obtaining radial strain measurements during tri-

axial compression tests which promises to make possible the measurement of

several useiul modulus properties.

52. More dynamic, high-pressure modulus data are also needed; for

while measurement of constrained modulus has been, and most likely will

continue to be, of primary importance, other coefficient relations such as

shear modulus and Poisson's ratio are equally important for general-purpose

two-dimensional models.

53. This leads to a conclusion for the calculators that the constant

v and constant G type models should be examined carefully in order that

behavior under different states and paths of stress can be observed. The

unloading-reloading logic used in the code should be inspected to determine

specifical~v what type translations are made to accommodate unloading from

any maximum signal and the method used for treating reloading. Another

point that needs investigating is whether, in fact, gravity stresses can be

accounted for in the calculations by including their effects in the consti-

tutive model rather than by including an added term in the equations of

motion.

moin54. It is hoped that these suggestions for additional tests and for

perhaps some improvements in the constitutive models have not left the im-

pression that simply having more test data of more different types and hav-

ing more generalized constitutive models will simplify the job of defining

constitutive properties for code input. Just the opposite will probably be

25



the case; i.e., the job will be much more complicated than it is already.

This should not deter such efforts, for if the soils engineers and the cal-

culators will continue to work together, it will lead to more realistic

models based on more physical facts, and that cannot help but lead to

better ground shock calculations.
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Table 3

Extended First Trial c versus a and p versus e
z r

for Dynamic Uniaxial Strain

Origin 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0.0O20 0. 020 5 10 15
4 0 0.050 0.050 13 22 27
60 0.085 0.085 24 36 36 "
80 0.140 0.140 38 52 42

100 0. 175 0. 175 53 69 47
120 0.205 0. 205 70 87 50
140 0. 235 0. 236 88 105 52
160 0.260 0.261 107 125 53
186.7 . 290 0.291 131.7 150 55

200 0.300 0.30 4 163 55
240 0.335 0.336 185 203 55
280 0.365 0.366 225 243 55
320 0.390 0.392 265 283 55
350 0.41o 0.412 295 313 55

400 0.435 0.437 345 363 55
500 0.480 0.482 445 463 55
600 0.520 0.522 545 563 55
700 0.560 0.563 645 663 55

1000 0.660 0.664 945 963 55

1500 0.805 0.812 1445 1453 55© 2000 0.940 O.949 1945 1963 55

1950 0.930 0.938 1933 1939 17
1900 0.915 0.923 1913 1909 -13
1850 O. 900 0.98 1886 1874 -36

1800 0.890 0.898 1852 1835 -52
1776 0.883 0.891 1831 1813 -55

A 1700 0.865 0.873 1755 1737 -55
1500 0.815 0.817 1555 1537 -55
1300 0.760 0.766 1355 1337 -55

1000 0.680 0.685 1055 1037 -55
700 0.585 0.588 755 737 -55
500 0.520 0.523 555 537 -55
400 0.475 0.477 455 437 -.55

300 0.430 0.432 355 337 -55

200 0.370 0.371 255 237 -55[ 126.3 0.315 0.316 181.3 163 -55
113.3 0.305 0.306 168.3 150 -55
60 0.255 0.256 114 96 -54

! 20 0.205 0.205 71 54 -51

0 ",.170 0.170 49 33 -49
-20 0.130 0.130 26 11 -46
-50 O.04O 0.040 -11 -24 -39

I



Table 4
Adjustment of Dynamic cz versus ar to Eliminate

Reverse Hysteresis in p versus e

6z 
p"v e ( +2a\ ( V°

/V) (V) ) Cr az -r tazAa AG 0 rOz N zv
Point t --% % psi _psi psi psi L +Aar)

Unloading

© 2000 0.940 0.949 1963 1945 55
-67 -62 o.481

1933 0.925 0.934 1900 1883 50
-53 -48 o.475

188o o.91o o.918 1850 1835 45
-55 -48 o.466

1825 0.895 0.903 1800 1787 38
-52 -48 0.48O

1773 0.880 0.888 1750 1739 34
-53 -49 0.480

1720 o.870 0.878 1700 1690 30

1612 0.840 0.847 16oo 1593 19

-107 -96 0.473
1505 o.815 0.822 1500 1497 8

-105 -97 0,480
14oo 0.785 0.791 14oo 14oo 0

-105 -98 0.483
1295 0.760 0.766 1300 1302 -7

-55 -47 0.461
124o 0.745 0.750 1250 1255 -15

-55 -48 o.466
185 0.730 0.735 1200 1207 -22

-55 -47 o.461
1130 0.715 0.720 1150 u6o -30

-6o -45 0.428
1070 0.700 0.705 1100 1115 -45

-70 -6o o.461© 1000 0.680 0.685 1033 1055 -55
863 0.640 0.644 900 918 -55
663 0.575 0.578 700 718 -55
400 0.475 0.477 437 455 -55
300 0.427 0.429 337 355 -55
200 0.370 0.371 237 255 -55
113 0.305 0.306 150 168 -55
60 0.255 0.256 96 114 -54
20 0.205 0.205 54 71 -51
0 0.170 0.170 33 49 -49

-20 0.130 0.130 11 26 -46
-50 0.040 0.040 -23 -10 -40
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